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To Whom It May Concern:
As the ***of ***of nursing- I strongly
recommend***, a promising young lady in
Grade***, for admission to your graduate
school of nursing. I mainly took charge of the
undergraduate education in nursing, three
years' observation and interaction enabled me
to make comprehensive assessment for her
outstanding academic record, great teaching
potential and excellent research ability.
***is one of the top nursing schools in China,
and the undergraduate program is very
competitive here. However, Ms
***distinguished herself in academic record by
ranking 2nd in the school with GPA 3.45. In
the summer of ***, Li was elected as student
representative to participate in the national
academic exchanges launched by
*********Education Alliance. As always, she
actively involved in group discussion and
proposed her particular academic views by
justified and well-grounded argument, which
proved her strong ability in analysis and
judgement. In terms of her remarkable
performance, she won the chance to make a
speech on behalf of all the students. Unlike
most other students who are trapped by
dogma, Li has made it clear her dedication to
seeking for truth. She often works till
midnight, digging into piles of papers, only to
testify her opinions by evidence-based
information. I am deeply impressed by her
independence, critical thinking and precision.
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To Whom It May Concern:
As ***of ***Nursing, I strongly
recommend***, a promising young lady in
Grade***, for admission to your graduate
school of nursing.

As *** I am responsible for undergraduate
education in nursing. I have observed her
for three years. This has enabled me to
make comprehensive assessment of her
outstanding academic record, great
teaching potential and excellent research
ability.
***is one of the top nursing schools in
China, and the undergraduate program is
very competitive here. Ms
***distinguished herself by ranking 2nd in
the school with GPA 3.45 out of 4. In the
summer of ***, ***was elected student
representative for our school to
participate in the national academic
exchanges launched by ***Higher
***Education Alliance. As always, she was
actively involved in group discussions and
her academic views were always justified
and well-grounded in argument. She has
strong abilities in analysis and judgement.
As a result she was chosen to address the
exchange on behalf of all the students.
Unlike many other students who seem
trapped by dogma, ***has made it clear
her dedication to seeking for truth. She
often works till midnight, digging into
piles of papers, and her opinions are all
evidence-based.

I am deeply impressed by her
independence, critical thinking and
precision.
I used to evaluate the Teaching Practice
I used to evaluate the Teaching Practice
Activities in nursing program, and ***unique
Activities for our nursing program.
performance tightly caught my eyes. With the ***unique performance caught my eye.
help of vivid slides, pictures and videos, she
With the help of vivid slides, pictures and
showed her ingenious ideas by elaborate
videos, she showed her ingenious ideas
application of different teaching skills like
using an elaborate application of different
suspense-setting, question-raising as well as
teaching skills like suspense-setting,
case study, and coherently made the class easy question-raising as well as case study, and
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and lively with her attractive speech and
proper gesture. Her fresh and artistic way of
teaching won favorable comments from both
teachers and her classmates, and I strongly
believe in her huge potential in teaching in the
future.
Despite of the heavy task of undergraduate
study, ***willingness of being tempered by
practice also challenged her to participate in
many research projects, where toil and sweat
aided her in conquering the obstacles that her
peers were reluctant to confront with. In the
summer vocation, instead of having a good
rest, she participated in a laboratory research
launched by ***Medical University and won
good commends from the professor. She was
also actively involved in my research project,
in which she mainly took charge of
questionnaire survey and data processing.
Most recently, ***is working with a small
group of students on another research
program related to the survey on the ability of
daily living of the elderly in Chengdu
communities.
***is a student with great ambition. Though
she was granted the postgraduate
recommendation in nursing from our
university (less than 6% opportunity), she
turned down the offer, and firmly selected to
study abroad. I fully understand her, respect
and support her choice. Also I am firmly
convinced that with her outstanding ability
and qualities, she will make a successful
graduate student in your school. Your
favorable consideration and assistance to her
will be very much appreciated. For any
further information about***, please don’t
hesitate to contact with me.
Respectfully,
***
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coherently made the class easy and lively
with her attractive speech and proper
gesture.

Her fresh and artistic way of teaching won
favorable comments from her teachers
and classmates, and I strongly believe in
her huge potential in teaching in the
future.
Despite the heavy undergraduate study
load, ***willingly participated in many
research projects. Her diligent toil aided
her in conquering obstacles that her peers
were often reluctant to confront.
In the summer vacation, instead of having
a good rest, she participated in a
laboratory research launched by
***Medical University winning good
compliments from the professor. She also
actively involved in my research project,
in which she mainly took charge of
questionnaire survey and data processing.

Most recently, ***is working with a small
group of students on another research
program related to the survey on the daily
living ability of the elderly in Chengdu.
*** is a student with great ambition. Even
though she was granted a postgraduate
recommendation in nursing from our
university which is offered to less than 6%
of our graduates, but she turned down this
offer, and elected to study abroad.
I fully understand her reasons, respect
and support her choice. Also I am firmly
convinced that with her outstanding
ability and qualities, she will make a
successful graduate student in your
school. Your favorable consideration and
assistance to her will be very much
appreciated. For any further information
about***, please contact me.
Respectfully,
***
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